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Abstract Zener’s model of pearlite transformation in steels can be viewed as the prototype of many
microstructure evolution models in materials science. It links principles of thermodynamics and kinetics
to the scale of the microstructure. In addition it solves a very practical problem: How the hardness
of steel is correlated to the conditions of processing. Although the model is well established since
the 1950s, quantitative explanation of growth kinetics was missing until very recently. The present
paper will shortly review the classical model of pearlite transformation. Zener’s conjecture of maximum
entropy production will be annotated by modern theoretical and experimental considerations of a band
of stable (sometimes oscillating) states around the state of maximum entropy production. Finally, an
explanation of the growth kinetics observed in experiments is proposed based on diffusion fluxes driven
by stress gradients due to large transformation strain.

1 Introduction

Microstructures in man-made materials, in particular in metals, originate from self-organized processes
during production subject to the general laws of thermodynamics and kinetics of microstructure trans-
formation. Heat extraction or forced cooling in solidification sets the necessary condition for the phase
transformation from the liquid metal to a crystalline solid phase. Internal processes like release of latent
heat and redistribution of solute between the phases, however, control the formation of the dendritic
microstructure of metallic alloys. During thermomechanical treatment of materials, like hot rolling, the
external force of the roller drives plastic deformation. The grain microstructure, however, reorganizes
itself by internal processes such as dynamic recrystallization and recovery. These internal processes of
self-organization make it possible to produce reproducibly in a large-scale technical process microstruc-
tures with typical sizes ranging down to a few nanometers. A general trend is well known since the early
days of steel metallurgy: Faster cooling produces a finer microstructure and a finer microstructure, in
general, results in a stronger material. The dependence of the scale of the microstructure on the cooling
conditions is comprehensively elucidated in the pioneering work by Zener, [1] and Hillert [2] and Tiller
[3] on pearlite formation in eutectoid steel. The decomposition of austenite into ferrite and cementite
on cooling is inevitably connected to long range diffusion of carbon since ferrite and cementite show
very different solubility of carbon. This diffusion takes a typical time that decreases with the size of
the structure. Therefore, during fast cooling only a very fine microstructure can be established. But
why a very fine microstructure is not always formed? Because creating a high amount of interfaces
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dissipates energy which then is no longer available to drive diffusion and the phase transformation.
There remains, however, one question. The mathematical problem describing pearlite transformation
(and microstructure transformations in general) involves three scales: Energy scale (e.g. set by temper-
ature), length scale (set by the microstructure) and time scale (set by the time needed for diffusion in
this case). Temperature may be given by the external processing conditions. Then the diffusion equa-
tion, for which Hillert derived an approximate analytical solution [2], relates time and structure. The
structure size, however, remains undetermined. The chase for the rules of scale selection have thrilled
many researchers of that time and kept them busy until now. The original conjecture of Zener, that a
principle of maximum entropy production would determine the actual growth state of pearlite, must
be abandoned today. Although an optimal spacing with maximum entropy production during growth
can easily be defined, a general law does not exist that this spacing will be selected by nature. In fact,
it is well acknowledged today, that there exists a band of possible spacings around the optimal spacing
which is determined by the initial conditions of an experiment, or by the history of the process [4].
If such a spacing is established under stable process conditions, it will persist and not convert to the
optimum one. There is not even a proof that in a large number of experiments the optimal spacing
determines the average spacing. Instead, we find fixed points in the dynamical phase space and limit
cycles (that is, the width and/or position of one type of lamellae oscillates in time) which depend on
the boundary conditions of the system [4]. In this presentation we will first introduce to the problem of
pearlite transformation from a historical perspective. Knowledge from eutectic transformation about
mode selection will be reviewed to draw conclusions about the selected growth state of pearlite. Finally
we come back to pearlite which, being a solid state transformation with significant lattice mismatch
between the phases, can be understood only considering stress-driven diffusion.

2 Zener-Hillert cooperative growth model

Pearlite is a well-known microstructure in steel, which consists of lamellae of ferrite and cementite. It
is formed from austenite during cooling in an eutectoid transformation. In binary Fe-C the invariant
eutectoid point, which is uniquely defined by the three-phase equilibrium of austenite, ferrite, and
cementite (according to the Gibbs phase rule) at the temperature T = 996K and carbon composition
c = 0.8wt% (see Fig. 1). The classical picture describes the formation of pearlite by a decomposition of
austenite into ferrite and cementite by cooperative growth of parallel lamellae of ferrite and cementite,
with carbon being redistributed at the growth front. Thereby, austenite is supersaturated with carbon
ahead of the ferrite (which has low solubility of carbon) and depleted of carbon ahead of cementite
(Fe3C which consist of 25 at% carbon). The exchange of solute takes place by diffusion mainly parallel
to the growth front. Studying the kinetics of transformation, it is realized that supersaturation increases
with increasing growth speed, and it has to be balanced by diffusion between enriched and depleted
regions. The situation is illustrated in Fig 2 by phase-field simulation in 2D (from [5]). In the simulation
at the bottom of the calculation domain individual seeds of ferrite and cementite were planted in a
domain of austenite of eutectoid composition. Color coding displays the carbon concentration, and
clearly the enrichment of carbon ahead of growing ferrite and the carbon depletion ahead of growing
cementite can be seen. The calculations are stopped after 2.7 seconds of growth and the maximal
growth speed can be evaluated to be 0.5µms for a spacing λ = 0.25µm and the given undercooling
∆T = 30K. All phase diagram and thermophysical data are taken from the literature (see [5]). Large
spacing leads to reduced growth speed; for small spacing growth ceases and a new spacing would
be selected by overgrowth of one lamella. It is obvious that the large spacing will never converge
toward the “optimum” spacing in any confined environment, since to achieve this a new lamella has
to be nucleated in a region where the supersaturation of austenite is not sufficient for this nucleation
process.

Similar questions have been investigated in the field of eutectic solidification, which falls into the same
class of moving boundary problems as eutectoid growth if only diffusive mechanisms of transport are
considered and mechanical load on the transformation is neglected. For directional solidification at fixed
growth velocity, the Hillert model of cooperative growth was adapted by Jackson and Hunt [6], who
found that, for given growth conditions, there exists a spacing λJH between the eutectic lamellae or
rods that minimizes the global front undercooling. The lamellar spacings found in bulk metallic samples
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Fig. 1 Phase diagram of FeC at the eutecoid composition. The dashed lines denote the metastable extensions
of the equilibrium lines.

Fig. 2 Phase-field simulation of diffusion controlled growth of pearlite for different initial spacings

are usually distributed in a narrow range around λJH [7], which has led to the widespread opinion
that this spacing should be “selected” during the cooerative growth. However, detailed experiments in
thin samples [8] and numerical simulations with two-dimensional models [4] have shown that this claim
cannot be upheld. Indeed, in thin samples, spacing adjustment is very difficult, for the reasons already
discussed above: whereas lamellae can be eliminated by a long-range instability under certain conditions
[9], the creation of new lamellae (which leads to a reduction in spacing) is almost impossible. When the
spacing gets too large, the width or position of the lamellae starts to oscillate in time and converges to
an oscillatory limit cycle instead of triggering lamella splitting events or nucleation of new lamellae [8,
4]. As a consequence, the final spacings obtained in experiments are actually controlled by the initial
conditions and the history of the sample, and cannot be deduced from any extremum criterion. These
findings are perfectly in line with the general theory of nonlinear systems [10]. In bulk samples and
three-dimensional simulations, the situation is less clear, and investigations have just started [11–13].
Since there are several distinct morphologies that the system can adopt, an additional question is
which factors determine the selection of the morphology. Although there clearly exist many additional
spacing adjustment mechanisms, for example by lamella branching [14], it has already been shown in
numerical simulations that an extended system does not always adopt the “optimal” configuration. For
example, in the three-dimensional phase-field simulation shown in Fig. 3, the growth front starts from
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Fig. 3 Successive snapshot pictures of a three-dimensional phase-field simulation of eutectic solidification. A
generic eutectic phase diagram is used, with volume fractions of 0.3 and 0.7 for the two phases. The growth
direction is toward the reader, and the system is started from a random arrangement of the two phases. After
growth over a distance of about 20 times the lateral system size, the system has evolved to an irregular array
of rods with some interspersed pieces of lamellae. The “optimal” configuration, in contrast, would be a regular
arrangement of lamellae. From Ref. [13].

a “random” initial configuration (randomly arranged patches of the two solid phases) and converges
to a disordered rod morphology after some time, although a regular lamellar array would have a lower
undercooling (from Ref. [13]).

In conclusion, whereas the Zener-Hillert cooperative growth model and its extensions are certainly
useful guides to understand the phenomenology of two-phase growth structures, they cannot be used
to predict growth morphologies or spacings on a rigorous basis. Only a treatment of the dynamic
equations that take into account all relevant kinetic processes can lead to a full understanding of the
problem.

3 Nucleation of cementite in hypoeutectoid pearlite

In the discussion of the previous section, we were mainly interested in the steady-state behaviour of
a pearlitic (or eutectic) front as it is commonly investigated in a directional growth experiment. In
simulations, individual seeds can be planted deliberately in the calculation domain, and the stability of
the structure under applied boundary conditions are studied. In experiments, sophisticated techniques
have to be applied to initiate spacings in the desired regime. In reality, however, pearlite grows from
random nucleation processes. De Graef et al.[15] have shown by serial sectioning of a perlitic grain,
that all lamellae of one pearlitic grain originated from a single seed of cementite which fingers out to
form the different lamellae in parallel orientation and having a spacing close to the optimum spacing.
This “fingering out” can of course only happen in 3D, while in 2D for the creation of each lamella
an individual nucleation process is needed. It is now puzzling to realize that pearlite also grows in
hypoeutectic alloys with carbon content well below the eutectoid composition (c < 0.8wt%). In this
case, ferrite nucleates predominantly at austenite grain boundaries and grows as a single phase into
the austenite grain, thus redistributing carbon into the austenite. Cementite should nucleate only if
the austenite composition reaches the eutectoid composition. Fig. 4 shows micrographs of a low-carbon
steel (c = 0.32wt%) in a structure transformed during slow cooling of an as-cast material [16]. In Fig 4
a) the ferritic phase is clearly seen in bright shade decorating the previous austenits grain boundaries.
Fig 4 b) shows different pearlitic domains within one previous austenitic grain, which obviously are
formed by different nucleation events of cementite, to be distinguished by the orientation. Up to this
point, experiment and theory are consistent. Less obvious, however, is the low fraction of single-phase
ferrite, or the high fraction of pearlite. At the pearlitic temperature, roughly 50% of ferrite is expected
to be in equilibrium with 50% austenite for the steel under consideration, and only this amount of the
residual austenite should transform to pearlite on further cooling. To resolve this discrepancy we must
take into account the finite rate of diffusion of carbon in austenite. There will be a pileup of carbon
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Micrograph of a 28Mn6 steel in as cast structure. a) previous austenitic grain structure with ferrite at
the previous grain boundaries. b) zoom into a previous austenitic grain with pearlitic subgrains. From [16]

ahead of the ferritic growth front. Nucleation of cementite becomes possible as soon as the maximum
carbon composition in the grain exceeds the eutectoid composition. More importantly: If a first seed
of cementite is formed, it can spread and finger out to form a pearlitic microstructure, regardless of
the composition of the remaining austenite. Pearlite starts to grow with an average fraction of ferrite
and cementite which corresponds to the overall carbon content at the start of pearlite formation.
A necessary condition for nucleation of cementite ahead of the ferrite front, however, is, that the
temperature of transformation lies below the eutectoid temperature, i.e. austenite must have been
undercooled already considerably before the start of ferrite formation. This is illustrated again by
phase-field simulations in Fig. 5. The simulations are performed using the MICRESS code [17] which
is based on the multi-phase-field model [18,19]. The binary model alloy contains 0.58 wt % carbon. As
in the experiment, ferrite is nucleated at a grain boundary between two austenitic grains. Technically
in the simulation a nucleus is planted inside the grain boundary if a condition of a critical nucleation
undercooling is fulfilled. To avoid extraordinary frequent nucleation events, a shielding distance and
shielding time of existing nuclei is specified in which range no further nucleation is allowed. Fig. 5
(left column) shows the carbon distribution immediately after nucleation of the first cementite at
0.14s after start of the transformation. Interestingly, cementite first grows in between ferrite and
austenite, consuming the supersaturation of austenite, i.e. there is an inverse segregation of carbon
in this first state of transformation. It has to be noticed that the nucleation of cementite can only
happen if the peak composition of carbon in austenite lies above the eutectoid composition. Since the
austenite composition at the interface will be at most the equilibrium composition with respect to
ferrite for the given temperature (assuming local equilibrium at the interface), the temperature of the
material (which we assume to be constant) must be below the eutectoid temperature and we have to
consider the metastable extension of the equilibrium line (see Fig. 1). In the calculation, an initial
undercooling of austenite of 70K below the equilibrium temperature to ferrite for the given carbon
composition is chosen to initiate a fast growth of ferrite and a steep composition gradient. Clearly, we
see that after nucleation of cementite a ”pearlitic” microstructure develops, though the concentration
of carbon is considerably lower than the eutectoid composition. The growth continues throughout the
grain in a pearlitic structure. Therefore, the high fraction of pearlite observed in experiment can be
well understood considering a high nucleation undercooling of ferrrite during cooling.

4 Pearlite growth with stress driven diffusion

Another issue related to pearlite is the growth kinetics as observed in experiment and predicted by sev-
eral theoretical models. Figure 6 compiles classical experimental observations of the growth kinetics for
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Fig. 5 Phase-field simulation of austenite to ferrite to pearlite transformation in hypoeutectoid Fe-C for dif-
ferent time steps during transformation. Left column: Carbon concentration. Right column: Phase distibution;
austenite in red, ferrite in yellow, cementite in white.

Fig. 6 Classical experiments of Fray and Brown & Ridley [20] [21] together with the analytical prediction of
Zener-Hillert and phase-field simulations for diffusion limited growth (from [5]) and considering stress (from
[25]).

different temperatures from Fray and Brown & Ridley [20] [21] together with the analytical prediction
of Zener-Hillert and phase-field simulations. One has to remember, that this factor of “10” between
theory and experiment has remained for a long time a stigma for theoretical prediction of solid state
phase-transformation kinetics, although the reason for this is already discussed in the early work of
Hillert and others: Stress related to solid state transformations. However, no solutions were available
for the coupled problem of a phase transformation considering stress and diffusion. The best available
stress solution for a spherical particle by Eshelby [22] does not apply as the ferrite and cementite
shows an arrangement of plates. Phase-field simulations can treat these phenomena consistently. The
phase-field model used in the present study shall be shortly outlined (for more details see [23,24].

We start from a free energy functional as a sum over different energy contributions for interface f intf ,
alloy thermodynamics f chem and elasticity felast:

F =

∫

Ω

f intf + f chem + felast. (1)
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f intf =
∑

α,β=1..N,α6=β

4σαβ
ηαβ

{
−
η2αβ
π2
∇φα · ∇φβ + φαφβ

}
, (2)

f chem =
∑

α=1..N

{
φαfα(cα) + µ̃(c−

∑

α=1..N

φαcα)
}
, (3)

felast =
1

2

{ ∑

α=1..N

h(φα)(ε̄α − ε̄∗α − cαε̄vα) ¯̄Cα(ε̄α − ε̄∗α − cαε̄vα)
}
. (4)

N = N(x) is the local number of phases and we have the sum constraint

∑

α=1..N

φα = 1 (5)

σαβ is the energy of the interface between phases – or grains – α and β. It may be anisotropic with
respect to the relative orientation between the phases. ηαβ is the interface width and will be treated
equally for all interfaces in the following. The chemical free energy is built from the bulk free energies
of the individual phases fα(cα) which depend on the phase concentrations cα. µ̃ is the generalized
chemical potential or diffusion potential introduced as a Lagrange multiplier to conserve the mass
balance between the phases c =

∑
α=1..N φαcα. The elastic part of the free energy is defined based on

the elastic properties and strain related to different phases: the total strain tensor ε̄α in phase α, the
eigenstrain of transformation ε̄∗α, the chemical expansion of component i ε̄vα in Vegard approximation

and the elasticity matrix ¯̄Cα. The important part in the present context is that, if the local fractions of
the different phases change from austenite to ferrite or from austenite to cementite, the local volume
expands or contracts due to the different eigenstrain ε̄∗α of the phases. The stress level can easily be
calculated solving the mechanical equilibrium. The diffusion equation is derived from the chemical
potential

ċ = ∇
{ N∑

α=1

φαMα∇
δF

δcα

}

= ∇
{ N∑

α=1

φαMα∇[
∂f chem

δcα
+
∂felast

δcα
]
}

(6)

= ∇
{ N∑

α=1

φα[Dα∇c−Mαε̄
v
α∇S̄α]

}
(7)

where Mα is the chemical mobility of carbon in the different phases, Dα = Mα
∂2fchem

δc2α
is the respective

diffusion coefficient and S̄α = (ε̄α − ε̄∗α − ciαε̄vα) ¯̄Cα is the local stress. We will see that diffusion driven
by stress gradients Mαε̄

v
α∇S̄α is the leading contribution of diffusion of carbon in austenite ahead of

the transformation front. Therefore, we start in a computer experiment from a planar configuration
of two ferrite lamellae and one cementite lamella in between, both in contact with austenite (see Fig.
7 a). All materials data are reported in [25]. In the initialization, we assume that each phase has the
same volume irrespectively of its crystal structure and its composition in a stress-free state. The initial
composition in each phase corresponds to the equilibrium composition at the eutectoid point. Now
switching on transformation strain, i.e. applying the relative volume difference in the simulation, leads
to enormous stress in the system. Fig. 7 b) displays the hydrostatic stress. The cementite (which tries
to expand to its eigen volume) is under high load, while in austenite in front of the cementite a zone of
strong tension develops. Stresses in the elastic limit are far beyond [1000 MPa], i.e. clearly beyond the
yield point of the material for this temperature. However, allowing the phases to transform and carbon
to diffuse, the situation changes considerably: Carbon is driven in austenite from the compressive
zones (ahead of ferrite) into the cones of tension (ahead of cementite) since the volume of austenite
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Fig. 7 Phase-field simulation of pearlite transformation with elastic interaction. Top row: Carbon distribution
and stress level in the starting configuration after applying the transformation strain. Bottom row: Steady
state transformation state with enriched carbon ahead of the cementite tip (left) and relaxed hydrostatic stress
(right). The iso line in the carbon distribution indicates the eutectoid carbon concentration and seperates
depletion from enrichment.

depends strongly on carbon composition (εvaustenite = 0.009 1
wt% ). In Fig. 7 c) the carbon composition

in a configuration close to steady-state growth is displayed. The isoline depicts the initial eutectoid
composition of austenite. Clearly, the region ahead of the ferrite growth front, which is supersaturated
in the traditional picture that neglects stresses and stress-driven diffusion (Fig 2), now is depleted of
carbon, since carbon is forced out by compression. Therefore, austenite transforms more easily to ferrite.
On the other hand, the region with strong tension ahead of the cementite front is strongly enriched
with carbon, which eases transformation to cementite. Furthermore, stresses are relaxed because carbon
fills the expanded austenite lattice in the tensile cones. Stresses relax to below [100 MPa], and there
will be no dissipation of energy by plastic deformation. These complex interactions between phase
transformations, redistribution of solute between the phases, diffusion due to chemical and stress
gradients, buildup of stress due to phase transformation and relaxation of stress due to enrichement
of carbon in regions under tension and depletion of carbon in regions under compression is compiled
in Fig. 8. The combination of these different mechanisms leads to a dramatically enhanced growth
kinetics of pearlite. The simulations predict a growth velocity of 7µms for an undercooling of 30 K
which compares perfectly to the experiments. Although there are still many open issues about the
model assumptions (see discussion in [25]) we may conclude that phase-field simulations today are
able to cope quantitatively with phase transformations in the solid state.

5 Conclusion

We have reported about the long-lasting chase for the explanation of pearlite growth kinetics and
structure since the seminal work of Zener, Hillert and Tiller in the 1950s. Since then, numerous con-
tributions have been made extending the original work, which are by far not sufficiently considered in
the present contribution which is not intended to be a complete review. We mainly want to insist on
the following two points.

First, to comment on Zener’s maximum entropy production principle from the background of today’s
knowledge. Whereas such principles are still applied on a local scale (the evolution equation for the
phase field is equivalent to a minimization of the free energy), it is by now well established [10] that
they cannot serve to determine the operating state of complex non-linear systems such as a composite
growth front. Instead, such systems have in general a multitude of possible states that can all be
realized.
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Fig. 8 Scheme of the transformation. Cementite needles protrude into austenite and compensate, together
with the enrichment in carbon, the tensile stresses in austenite ahead of cementite. Ahead of ferrite, carbon
diffuses out of compressive regions.

Second, we tried to demonstrate that today’s computer simulations using the phase-field technique
are able to cope with complex solid-state phase transformations and evolution of microstructures on a
quantitative level and that the “factor of 10”, which used to be a Menetekel for theoretical investigation
of solid state transformation for a long time, is overcome today.
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